September 2011

Pie Meeting Saturday 3 rd september 2011

World Events
60 watt light bulbs are no longer being made.
Nurse at Stepping Hill released due to lack of evidence.
Gaddafi family flee to Algeria except the man himself.
Worst summer for 18 years.
Sport
England beat Bulgaria 3 - 1
Usain Bolt wins the 200 metres.
Jessica Ellis gets silver in hepthalon.
Halifax Town win 3 - 1
Man Utd 8 - 2 against Arsenal.
Pies
Kevin Big, soft pastry, meat wasbeautiful, lots of afterburn. Really
enjoyed it.
Score 8.5/10
Phil

Shame it was yesterdays. Nice meat, pastry let it down.
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Score 7.5/10
John Uniform looking sad pastry, not todays. Course meat, peppery,
needed a bit more jelly.
Score 7.0/10
Chris Soppy pie, damp pastry. Needed more pepper. Pastry let it
down Pastry tasted rained on.
Score 7.0/10
Howard
flavour.

Large, pastry looked as tasted - sad. Plenty of meat but no

Score 4.0/10
Peter Large pie. Pastry was old and soft. Well filled and nice meat.
Needed more seasoning.
Score 6.0/10
Summary
Fetcher

Peter

Fetch

Bolster Moor Farm Shop of Golgar

Price

£1.05

Average

6.7

Pie Meeting Saturday 10th September 2011
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World Events
Hurricane Katrina to strike tomorrow or Monday, winds
up to 80 miles an hour.
10th aniversary of 911 tomorrow.
George Osbourne cracks dirty joke at GQ magazine
event and it fell flat.
Last MP charged with fraud over expenses.
Sport
Rugby World Cup kicked off. England win first match
against Argentina.
Leeds beat Cristal Palace and move up the table.
Pies
Bruce Lovely looking golden pie. Fresh bakers style
pastry. Lots o nice jelly. Tasty coarse porky meat. Ultra
fresh.
Score 9.0/10
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Peter Freshish, Meat was tasty but needed more
taste.Not much jelly, well filled. Liked it.
Score 7.5/10
Kevin Good looker, well filled.Meat was succulent. Did
not need spice,tasty meat. Soft bottom.
Score 9.0/10
Russ (guest) Best pie eve eaten, ( he is a southerner)
pastry was almost crunchy. lots of pork. Proper pie.
Score 9.0/10
Howard Nice looker, golden pastry, bottom soft. Good
taste, not salty.
Score 8.5/10
Summary
Fetcher

Howard

Fetch

Wilsons of Morley.

Price

95p
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Average

8.6

Pie Meeting Saturday 17th September 2011

World News
US stock market crash when America gets 2
star plus credit rating.
Polar bear kills school boy on arctic expedition
in Norway.
Egyptian leader is taken into court in his bed to
face charges of crimes against his own people.
Flash floods in Goole.
Sport
Button won grand prix.
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Wigan beat St Helens in Rugby League semi
final.
Adlington wins world championship.
Foofball starts with win for Blackpool against
Hull.
Pies
Kevin Not a fresh pie, crunchy pastry
granular meat, lots of pepper, moist with little
jelly, very nice pie.
Score 8.0/10
Graham Not fresh, good looking, crispy
pastry, short of jelly, coarse meat, needed more
seasoning.
Score 8.0/10
John Very good looking pie, flattered to
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deceive, gravy soaked in well glazed good jelly,
crunchy in places lacked flavour.
Score 7.0/10
Joe Nice looking pie, a lot of jelly, dry meat
and thick pastry.
Score 8.0/10
Chris Cracking looking pie, shop window
style, not enough jelly to look at but it tasted OK
lacked seasoning.
Score 8.0/10
Mark Rustic looking pie, crunchy pastry but
soft towards the bottom, good after-burn, nice
coarse meat very fresh still hot when picked up
at 2.00pm.
Score 9.0/10
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Summary
Fetcher

Mark

Fetch

Stott and Cryer at Pontefract Market.

Price

£1.20

Average

7.8

Pie Meeting Saturday 24th September
2011

World Events
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Neutrino particle travels faster than the
speed of light?
Satelite about to crash somewhere but
no one knows where.
Basildon traveller site still not evicted.
REM have called it a day.
Financial World still in termoil.
NHS computer system cost £12 billion
and it is scrapped.
Sport
World Championship cycling in
Copenhagen, Bradley Wiggins got silver.
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Emma Pool got bronze.
Man Utd draw with Stoke!
Boxing coruption scandel. Azerbijan
bribed boxing federation with $10 million
for 2 gold medals.
Pies
Mark Soft pastry, Pot bellied shape.
Meat was a susprise. Tasty meat,
needed pepper.
Score 7.0/10
Russ Looked good. Pastry thin. Meat
was a little bland.
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Score 5.5/10
Howard Rustic looking pie. Sadly
pastry not up to expectation. Meat was
moist, nice colour, lack of taste not
compensated by spice.
Score 6.0/10
Bruce Bell bottomed shape. Pale, dry
and thick pastry. Tasty jelly, meat was
moist and flavoursome but needed more
spice.
Score 7.0/10
Peter Pale pastry, lovely hand raised
appearance, pastry a little soft and thick.
Well filled with subtle flavoured meat.
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More pepper would have been useful.
Score 7.5/10
Summary
Fetcher

Peter

Fetch Dale farm butchers of Leeds
Market.
Price

92p

Average

6.6

Peter also brought a second pie for
consideration also from Leeds Market
Crawshaws. Unofficial mark but
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soggy, horrendous, pastry full of
grease, meat must be mechancialy
recovered. Overall not sure it was a
pie but was pie shaped. No marks but
so cheap at 25p. This is a record
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